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Partly cloudy. High in
the mid 70s, low upper
40s. 50 percent chance
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May 20, 1982

Senate candidate
denies party ties
One step toward balancing the budget would be to allow people 65 and
older to earn up to $16,000 tax-free
Ohio needs more non-partisan rep- each year, instead of collecting Social
resentation in the U.S. Senate, Sen. Security and not work, Pfeifer said.
"There are literally thousands who
Paul Pfeifer (R.- Bucyrus), said yescan work and their employers want
terday.
them
to work, but (they) have no
In town for the Wood County Republican Convention this weekend, financial incentive to work," Pfeifer
Pfeifer said he is just the candidate. said.
"I've voted with Democrats on sevMILITARY EXPENDITURES, ineral issues ... I think I've learned
how to function in a legislative role cluding nuclear arms, should also be
and still be fiercely independent," cut, according to Pfeifer.
Pfeifer, chairman of the Ohio Senate
Judiciary Committee, said.
President Reagan should negotiate
"I don't see this as an ideological with the Soviets "as soon as possibattle. The economy is in trouble ble," Pfeifer said.
"The American public has confi... Everyone is affected - management and workers," he said. Tie dence in Ronald Reagan's negotiating
added that the average worker real- ability," he added.
Pfeifer said he supports temporary
izes his job depends on the employer's
income tax surcharges to improve
profitability.
education at all levels.
"School diversify the economy," he
HE SAID he supports Congress' tax
cuts and Congress should target more said.
funds and incentives into contracting,
Democratic Sen. Howard Metzenresearch and development, to modbaum has not done enough in these
ernize industry.
That is the only area in which areas, Pfeifer said. He added that
spending should be increased, Pfeifer Metzenbaum exaggerates his accomplishments in some areas.
said.
Pfeifer said that one such area is
"We have to make cuts across the
board. The federal government can't cutting the expense of utilities.
"He's been noisy about it, but if you
keep up with what it's been doing.
Everytime you do that (overspend), look at your utility bills compared to
you destroy the budget function," he six years ago, they're higher," he
said.
said.
Pfeifer said Metzenbaum is inPfeifer said he generally supports
Reagan's budget ideas. But he added fluenced too much by his party.
"I can work with people from all
that he plans to meet with experts to
take a closer look at the budget and parties," and that is "important for
make stands on specific areas.
Ohio," he said.
by Lou Wllln

staff reporter. _

Pippin Proper

Amy Mauch. a frashman music major, prepares her tranaformatlon into a character In the musical Pippin

photo/Dale Omori

Group presents education guidelines to council
by Scott Sleek
senior staff reporter

Suggested foundations in general
education courses at the University
were presented to Academic Council
yesterday.
Dr. Beth Casey, director of the
Center for Educational Options and
chair of a task force committee from
the College of Arts and Sciences,
made the presentation to Council.
"The core represents the completion of the first step in developing a
vital imaginative foundation in general education for all students," Casey said in a memorandum to Council.
"It also establishes a communicator!

system for both faculty and students
which will increase our understandings of and our commitment to the
goals of liberal education."
Council established guidelines for
general education core curriculum in
1979 and appointed a task force in the
College of Arts and Sciences, headed
by Casey, to define what skills should
be required for a baccalaureate degree, Dr. John Eriksen, acting provost, said.
THE ESTABLISHED
GUIDELINES were: reading and
writing, speaking and listening, computation and mathematics, problem
solving, critical thinking and deci-

sion-making and values analysis.
The information then was sent to all
departments, and they were to identify the courses they wish to offer,
Eriksen said.
The courses in the core must offer
training In two basic skills, Casey
said. For example, a philosophy
course should offer writing skills as
well as problem solving and critical
thinking, she said. They must cover
general topics, she added.
The guidelines also outlined functional understandings in humanities
and arts, natural sciences, social and
behavioral sciences and cultures
other than one's own, for general
education courses.

sey said. The committee will decide if
the suggested courses for the general
education core should be changed, she
said. She added there should be periodic reviews of the core once it is
implemented.
Casey said a General Education
Bulletin will be available for students
in the next three weeks.
The guidelines do not mean students will not be required to take
more general education courses, she
added. They simply define each core
course, she said.
"We are now working with the
deans in colleges and advisers to
come up with a description in the
bulletin on how they are addressing

the core courses," she said.
In other business, Council moved to
eliminate fall semester commencement for the next academic year. The
elimination of the fall semester ceremonies orignally was to begin in 198384.
Eriksen also urged Council members to attend a meeting next Wednesday with high school superintendents
and principals to discuss the University's articulation plan. The tentative
plan for implementation of University
articulation has been developed by a
Council subcommittee. Representatives from 35 schools were invited to
campus for the meeting, Eriksen
said.

El Salvador: another Nicaragua

INSIDE
Minding manners

ist as well as rightist and moderate ther voluntarily left or were ousted
from their positions by the military,
parties, he said.
But whether the U.S. will follow and the Church was beginning to
such a non-interventionist policy is support grassroots social reforms, he
This is the first of a two-part series on questionable, Muego said, citing re- said.
"We should have gotten out at this
U.S. Involvement in Central America. ports that the Central Intelligence
Agency is recruiting Miskito Indians point," Anderson said.'We should
exiled from Nicaragua for an attack also have realized that the rebels
The actors might be different this on Managua, the country's capital.
were more than rebels, but a coalition
time in Central America, but the
He criticized President Reagan's of Marxists, socialists and Christian
script has not changed, is how Assis- proposal to inject an additional $350 Democrats."
tant Professor of Political Science Dr. minion to the current $824 million in
Benjamin Muego assesses the Salva- total economic assistance to hardElections are not held with respect
doran revolution.
pressed countries in the Caribbean in Central America, Anderson said.
El Salvador is the Nicaragua of two basin as worthless. Such money would He credits this to the practice in most
years ago, with 14 families owning only reach the wealthy, Muego said.
Central American countries of comnearly all the country's wealth and
Elete military control over the elecThe U.S. is repeating the same
usable land, and a majority left with
on process, to the point where
nothing but a legacy of poverty and a mistake it made in Vietnam by believ- civilians are excluded from governhigh unemployment rate, averaging ing in the Domino theory, a doctrine ment decision-making, he said.
which says once a country turns Combetween 30-40 percent, he said.
Yet Muego Is confident the rebels munist, surrounding countries will do
THE U.S. STILL HAS time to
will win their revolution, given what the same, he said.
change its policy toward El Salvador,
he perceives as their dogged resoluAnderson said, although he projected
"This theory has proven illogical in the government would be toppled if it
tion, as opposed to the lethargy of the
Vietnam. We were afraid of China, could not quell the rebels within the
ruling class.
"If we keep our distance from re- that Communism was monolithic," next year.
pressive regimes which seem to inevi- Muego said. "Once China and the
Yet Nicaragua might be another
tably fall, then after the people Soviet Union took their separate situation. The country is still smartresolve their problems, they'll oner paths, we focused our attention on ing from the U.S.'s abrupt cancellaus a hand of friendship, Muego said. China. After the war, China and Viet- tion of economic aid after it was
"Yet what do we do but prop up nam parted - they even engaged in a suspected of tunneling arms to El
extremely unpopular governments. border war in 1979. Now China is our Salvador, he said, and the U.S. backLook at the Shah. Look at Somoza ally and we're selling her arms. This ing off from supporting Somoza a
(Anastasio Somoza was President of is exactly what the critics of Vietnam month before he was banished from
Nicaragua from 1967 until the Sandi- predicted. But we wouldn't listen. We Nicaragua does little to redeem the
nistas took power in 1979. He was the were so obsessed with the master U.S. in their eyes.
last in line of the Somoza family, who plan."
While he does not deny reports of
ruled Nicaragua for 45 years.) We
DR. ROGER ANDERSON, asso- Nicaragua serving as a gun-running
have this uncanny ability for supportciate professor of political science, is conduit to Salvadoran rebels, Andering brutal regimes."
Cutting off all military aid and the first to admit the U.S. cannot base son said he questions whether the
recalling the 55 American advisers in its foreign policy on human rights, Sandinista government is promoting
that country would be steps the and even attributes such a broad- such activity, or if it is the practice of
United States should take, he said. based policy to the downfall of former a few Nicaraguans whom the government cannot monitor.
Yet the U.S. would be wise to continue President Jimmy Carter, he said.
Yet Anderson said he cannot hide
sending economic aid to El Salvador
as well as applying pressure on its
Yet, he said the U.S. started out his anxiety over the course the Sandigovernment to continue the land and right in El Salvador by supporting nistas may take in Nicaragua.
human rights reforms begun by for- Duarte's reformist Christian Demomer El Salvador President and Chris- cratic government.
"I am worried about the Sandinistian Democrat leader Jose Napoleon
What the U.S. failed to grasp was tas. The government appears to be
Duarte, Muego said.
the full impact of the March I960 controlled by Socialists. But it would
assassination of Archbishop Oscar be In our best interests to work with
IN ADDITION, negotiations under Romero on Salvadorans, and the In- Nicaragua," Anderson said."If we
such international bodies as the Orga- creasing turn to the right of that don't, and we alienate the rest of
nization of American States should be country^ government, Anderson Central America, where will that get
compelled by the U.S. to include left- said. Many Christian Democrats ei- us?"
by Linda Perez
senior staff reporter

The former editor of National
Lampoon has created a modern
set of manners for today's
teens. Details, page 3.

Frisbee fun
A new frisbee sport — frisbee
golf — will make its appearance
on campus this weekend. Details, page 4.

October Dreams
Cleveland, Detroit and Cincinnati's major league baseball
teams are looked at in this year's
spring sports supplement. See
Insert.

Lifeless lawn
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Painting
saves a lot of panting in the
view of Anthony Lo Russo, who
traded in his green thumb for a
can of green paint and sowed
his yard In cement.
"Life's too short to bother
with cutting lawns," Lo Russo
said, showing off the concrete
evidence.
He ripped up his front lawn
12 years ago and paved it over, 6
inches deep.
"All it takes is a can of paint
that costs about $11," he said. "I
only need to paint it every two
years and I get about two paintings out of a can."
Lo Russo, 55, was slapping on
a fresh coat of acrylic the
other day while his neighbors
huffed and puffed, their
lawn mowers droning in the background.
"It gives me more time to do
other things," he said. "I like to
fish, drink beer and relax. . . I
Suess you'd call me sort of
izy."
"If I want grass or trees I can
Eo to the park across the street,"
esaid.

Casey explained the task force
urged more concentration on teaching
skills, rather than extensive coverage
of course curriculum.
The task force also encouraged
"whole departments to commit themselves to the quality of the course,"
Casey said..They urged all faculty,
not a few, to teach core courses, she
said.
They also encouraged raising standards and increasing emphasis on
writing, she said.
A UNIVERSITV-WIDE TASK
FORCE of representatives from six
colleges and the Firelands campus,
has been created to evaluate the defined general education courses, Ca-

Hot Dog!

BC Hews photo/Liz Kelly

Kay Snyder, a cook for Kreischer Quad, placet more hot doga on
the grill, at students war* treated to a picnic yesterday Instead
ot the usual cafeteria dinner.

Rage main factor in shooting
WASHINGTON (AP) - A "paradoxical rage" that consumed John Hinckley when he shot President Ronald
Reagan would not have been apparent
to a casual observer, a psychiatrist
said yesterday.
Dr. David Michael Bear testified
that a surgeon who examined Hinckley soon after his arrest noted in his
report "I have no feeling this is a
classical nut"
Bear also said Hinckley told him
later that "at the last instance he
decided not to hurt anyone and directed his shots away from the president and directed them to his
limousine."
There was no elaboration on that

point. Defense lawyers said earlier in
the trial they would not claim Hinckley was not aiming at Reagan.
The bullet that lodged an inch from
the president's heart bounced off the
limousine parked by the VIP entrance
of the Washington Hilton Hotel. Three
of the five other bullets Hinckley fired
from his .22-caliber revolver seriously
wounded Press Secretary James
Brady, Secret Service Agent Tim
McCarthy and policeman Thomas
Delahanty.
BEAR, 3>,an assistant professor of
psychiatry at Harvard, proved to be a
querulous witness under cross-examination.
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Disarmament talks
finally thawing out
The United States could mount a comprehensive nuclear
attack on the Soviet Union following a Soviet first strike,
according to a report prepared by the Carnegie Endowment
for International Peace released last weekend.
The strength of the U.S.'s retaliation would be its submarine and bomber forces, which would still be effective even if
the third leg of the defense triad, the land-based intercontinental missiles, was completely wiped out.
The irony of this report's findings is that it comes one week
after President Reagan's Eureka Plan, calling for reductions
in total nuclear throw weight (the size of the missiles used)
and in total number of warheads (which would reduce the
number of the Soviet's land-based missiles). Both are areas
in which the U.S.S.R. has the advantage over the U.S.
Reagan's plan would not affect our sea- and air-launched
systems, and would allow us to add to our land-launched
system.
No one ever accused the Great Communicator of a lack of
political acumen. The president will be traveling to Europe in
three weeks and is faced with the prospect of angry demonstrations by the continent's growing peace movement. He
has hopes that this plan will quiet NATO discontent over the
U.S.'s arms buildup policy and will throw the nuclear hot
potato back into the Soviet's hands.
This plan, however flawed and brazenly political it may be,
is still a step in the right direction. It has shown a willingness
on the Reagan administration's part to begin strategic arms
reduction talks, for which they've modestly adopted the
acronym START.
On Monday, Soviet President Leonid Brezhnev responded.
Brezhnev's plan is ingeniuous by virtue of its simplicity. He
has called for the freezing of both countries' nuclear arsenals
once arms negotiations begin. This would give the Russians
the advantage in land-launched missiles and total throw
weight and the U.S. would have the advantage in air- and sealaunched bombs. Both sides would be negotiating from
strength and have a real reason to sit down for serious talks.
This is what everyone has been waiting for.

Abortion choice needed
in some circumstances
Abortion, pro or con? Most people
(75-80 percent, according to the BG
News), including myself, are stuck in
the middle - not actually being able to
commit themselves to a definite side.
In such a case, we are said to be "pro-

Focus

by Cindi Berning
choice" - in favor of allowing each
individual to decide what wouldbe the
best solution for both herself and the
baby.
Due to the emotional strains and
social effects, pro-choice could possibly decrease undesired marriages,
suicides and child abuse cases, the
latter being the most common among
unwanted, unloved children.
Although the subject of abortion
affects all of those directly and indirectly involved, I'm primarily focusing my attention toward the views of
the pregnant woman. She is faced
with many alternatives, forcing her to
make an important decision which
will affect the rest of her life. For
instance, if she is not married she
must determine who will care for her
child and where the finances will
come from. If all the child's needs
cannot be supplied, this may lead to
an abortion situation. Sue, one of my
Xschool acquaintances, was only
n years old, with no job but
attending school, when she discovered that she was pregnant. With the
understanding and love from her family and friends, she went through the
process of abortion. The father of the
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child, also a student, was never told
about the situation. Overall, this decision to abort proved to be the better
solution, since the baby could never
have survived happily under the
given conditions.
The expectant mother must also
examine her own life and come to a
full understanding of how much time
this child will require. And if she is not
ready to change her lifestyle - maybe
leave her career, school, family, etc. she may decide to abort. Many, because of their religious beliefs, would
judge this to be morally unacceptable; but again, it would be the individual's choice.
Another aspect the mother must
consider is the health of herself and
/or the child. Unexpected health-related difficulties during pregnancy
could possibly result in the death of
either or both parties involved. One
out of every fifty children born to
women over forty is physically impaired - usually with Down's Syndrome: retardation - and the
percentages increase with age.
Rape is another example in which
abortion is readily considered. The
majority of women who conceive during a rape situation will not "want"
the child. Obviously the mutual love
between the mother and the child will
be limited due to the fact that the
father had no place in the victim's
heart.
If not for the Supreme Court ruling
of 1973, which legalized abortion, a
rape victim might have to proceed
with a pregnancy and give birth,
feeling guilt and malice. This may be
a prime source of child abuse.
Some "pro-lifers" - people comCtely against abortion - may argue
t abortions are a convenient
method of birth control, and that they
are an "easy way out" - no responsibilities, no decisions, no pain. But I
believe that to decide to abort is just
as difficult, if not more so, than to
decide to bear the child. Another high
school friend decided to put her child
up for adoption after the delivery.
KBeing seventeen, she went through a
eat deal of struggle within hersef,
tli physically and emoUonally. Due
to certain difficulties during the birth,
she is no longer able to bear children.
The memories of pain, guilt and
worry are feelings each woman must
face, wondering If her final judgment
was the best possible action taken
considering the circurnstances.
Therefore, since the courts do not
investigate each individual case,
there should be no overall limitations.
The extreme cases must be considered. For this reason, each pregnant
woman should have the right of
choice.
Cindi Berning is a freshman art
therapy major from Toledo.

Anti-colonialism at heart of war
The Falklands episode is a product
of three national crazinesses - of the
Argentine recourse to violence, the
English recourse to empire and the
American recourse to anti-communism. Each country reverted to ata-

Focus
by Garry Wills

vistic twitches. Argentina tried a
sneak attack. England foolishly made
a great issue of defending one of the
last stranded dots of empire. And
America set the whole thing up by
trying to build its old "strategic consensus" in Latin America.

communist help we were paying such
a high price for. By our own standards, preached to the Argentines,
only communist aggression is evil; so
Argentina was doing nothing wrong
when it indulged in a little non-communist aggression.
Many Americans have missed the
major international development of
the postwar world. It is not communism. It is anti-colonialism. That has
remade the map to an extent that
reduces communist satellization of
Eastern Europe, relatively, to a minor episode. Anti-colonialism has
given us a totally new Africa, Asia
and Middle East. It has given us the

Strategic consensus was the Reagan administration's description of its
own unsuccessful Middle East Policy.
But the thing has been around for a
long time; indeed, for the whole postwar period. America asserts that the
one issue binding all its allies is anticommunism. This overrides all regional, racial, religious or national
dynamics in any area.

world's largest democracy, India. It
has given us smaller countries by the
dozens. It has reduced the great old
empires. It has rearranged the political control of the globe's resources. It
created OPEC, Egypt, and Israel.
Yet this massive earthquake goes
entirely unnoticed by the man who
prides himself on understanding geopolitics, Henry Kissinger. When he
refers to anti-colonialism at all in his
new volume of memoirs, it is to dismiss it as a slogan or Third World
liturgy.
By ignoring the reality of the anticolonial movement, and concentrat-

..

ing hysterically on anti-communism
as the sole issue, we have tried to
battle the tides of history - to support
white regimes in black Africa itthey
made anU-communist noises, or corrupt rulers in Latin America and
Southeast Asia. So slow have we been
to grasp the large reality that some
Americans in power were shocked
that the Organization of American
States supports Argentina's claim to
the Falklands. Will we never learn?
Garry Wills is a professor of history
at Northwestern University. His syndicated column is a regular feature of
the News.
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In Alexander Haig's hands, that
meant Arabs should not fear Jews,
nor Jews Arabs, as much as both
should fear and hate the Soviet Union.
Thus both sides should be united
through the United States, in facing
the common foe. Behind this assertion
lies a simpler one, that America
knows what is best for each of its
allies, and they should just follow our
lead.
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Unfortunately for the thesis, the
nearer enemy often makes a more
distant enemy irrelevant, if not a
friend, where advantage can be
wrested in the immediate arena.
Many Arabs do fear and hate Jews
more than Russians, no matter how
often we tell them they should not.
In the same way, Jean Kirkpatrick's strategy in Latin America was
to embrace "authoritarian" regimes
like Argentina's, so long as they were
anti-Castro. As we found out, nationalism will accept help even from
Russia when its primal urges are
aroused. So we offend anti-authoritarians while encouraging authoritarians - and do not even get the anti-

»"/

OTTERS.
Money for bike racks,
not bike removals
I'm writing this letter in response to
the May 12 informative essay on bicycle parking by Jean Yarnell.
Without more than a quick glance,
anyone can spot the abundance of
bicycles on campus. And without a
second look, anyone can also spot the
severe shortage of bike racks. I doubt
whether it would take someone with
half a college degree to figure that
with no room at the bike rack, you'll
Sirk it elsewhere, but one must connd with the possibility that if Parking Services finds your bike locked
away from the bike rack, they can
snip your lock and cart your bike
away.
Isn't it nice to think how considerate
Parking Services is of this overall
campus problem? I would like to
think that Jean Yarnell and the rest of
her associates at Parking Services
could get a clue, and get more bike
racks.
Roland Danlord
716 E. WoosUr

safety and security will not stop ticketing cars. They will give you 24 hours
to move your car, and then they will
proceed to put tickets on your car
unless you feed the meters.
Since Campus Safety and Security
makes so much money from the parking meters, why don t they do something constructive with the money?
My feeling is that they should use
some of the money to make the parking lots a lot bigger. It is ridiculous to
have a parking lot for 15-20 cars for a
dorm ot close to 500 people. Also, they
should spend some of the money by
employing more people to secure the
safety of the cars being parked on
campus. Campus Safety and Security
is too concerned with giving out tickets and not concerned enough about
making sure that vehicles are not
vandalized.
I feel if Campus Safety and Security
is going to keep parking meters they
should improve the conditions of
parking on campus. If they don't plan
on improving the conditions, they
should wipe out parking meters all
together because it is entirely too
much for a college student to pay!

A call for the banning
of all parking meters
There are many rising costs at the
state university that students attending have to pay. Tuition, room and
board, health care costs, books and
the endless list of expenses could
continue. One expense that college
students do not need, and I'm talking
about the students at Bowling Green
State University, are the high costs of
unnecessary parking tickets and
parking violations.
My feeling towards Campus Safety
and Security's policy on parking tickets is not favorable. At the beginning
of the year when I registered my car,
I had to pay 20 dollars for an oncampus parking sticker to put on-the
bumper of my car. As if that is not
enough money for an unemployed
college student to pay to have an
automoblie on campus, Campus
Safety and Security also have meters
in all the parking lots close to campus.
During the school year, most college
students have no income to help pay
for any bills except the bare essentials. With having to put money in the
meters at an average of seventy-five
cents a day, and then when you are
five to ten minutes late putting money
in the meter, Campus Safety and
Security slaps a one dollar ticket on
your car for a meter violation, these
expenses tend to add up to a considerable amount of money.
Another aspect of the ticketing
process at BGSU that bothers me is
the way they ticket cars in the winter
time. When a bad snowstorm hits, and
cars are snowed in the parking lots
because of the weather, campus

Becky Balzsr
30S BalchUder

Writer clears the air
over News' evaluation
The power of the pen is indeed a
marvelous tool that we, the journalists, may sometimes use as a weapon.
My comments in the May 14 issue of
the BG News were perhaps overly
vehement but in anger, rationalization is not always present.
It was with great enthusiasm that I
read your rebuttal and was frankly
quite excited that I had stirred some
controversy. This, after alL was my
objective. I realize the learning experience that the News has to offer but
by the same token you must realize
my position that the writers with the
News are to be the proverbial "cream
of the crop." As an institution, their
reputation was rattled. As a journalist, my reputation was challenged by
peers with non-journalistic backgrounds and I was consistently on the
defensive side. I had to keep explaining that errors do occur. When the
Meadows incident occurred, I was
overwhelmed by people saying, that
media is only interested in sensationalizing a story to sell papers. I know
there is no profit motive involved but
angry people do not listen to logic.
They demanded action.

I therefore took pen in hand and
delivered the message that appeared
on May 14. I may have made improper assumptions and been overly
vindictive at points but at least I took
SOME action. I am flattered that the
rebuttal recognized this fact. I know I
was setting myself up as the controversial character but I think taking
that risk "stirred the soup" a little
and gave people an issue to reckon
with.
I can deal with error. I know that
none of us are perfect and perhaps I
should have kept such theory in mind
when initially writing. My plea was to
see that apathy, which often runs
rampant on this campus, did not seep
into an organization which has built
an attractive reputation.
Furthermore, 1 accept without hesitation, your challenge to step forward
and help with production of the News.
I trust that your offer was sincere. As
a working student and vice-president
of PRSSA my time is also valuable,
however, I feel that this is more than
a worthwhile cause. I await contact
from you and look forward to a productive, responsible experience.
Ronald 0. Clancutll
422 N. Prospect
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USG passes resolution for nuclear arms freeze
by Becky Bracht
senior staff reporter

Despite criticism that student government should not deal with national
issues, Undergraduate Student Government has passed a resolution
asking for an immediate freeze on
testing, production and deployment of
nuclear weapons for all nations.
The resolution is the result of work
done by the national, state and community affairs committee.
Sue Luzon, committee chair, said
the idea was presented to her by Mark
Dolan, USG's national, state and community affairs coordinator.
"Mark gave me a copy of the resolution which the Social Justice Committee presented to City Council and

suggested we might want to find out
how students feel about the issue and
if USG would do anything about it,"
she said.
NSCC made two changes in the SJC
resolution, Luxon said.
THE SJC RESOLUTION asked for
a freeze between the United States
and Russia, she said. USG's resolution added the word "immediate" to
the freeze and also changed U.S. and
Russia to "all nations."
Before USG passed the resolution, a
survey of students was conducted by
NSCCmembers.
After Luxon received a random
sample from computer services of 200
students,' committee members telephoned them.

Ninety-six of the 200 students were
reached, she said.
"I called operators more than I
called students," Luzon said. Sixtyfive names were unlisted and she said
this was the biggest problem facing
the committee.
"Everyone was called at least four
times," she said, referring to the
people who were not contacted on the
first try. "We spent over 20 hours Just
calling students."
Students called were asked, "In
your opinion do you think that all
nations should adopt an immediate
nuclear freeze on the testing, production and deployment of nuclear weapons?
"WE DIDNT SAY anything until

we got an answer so we wouldn't
influence them," she said. "All we did
was introduce ourselves and say we
were doing a survey on the nuclear
arms issue. After they answered we
said thank you, goodbye.' "

it's statistically sound. It was totally
random. We figured if we would've
gotten a hold of the other people it
would've turned out the same/' she
said.

Seventy-six. or 79 percent of the
students reached, answered "yes" to
the question.

Eight percent of the persons contacted said "no" to the issue, Luzon
said. This broke down into four offcampus students and eight on-campus
students.

"I'm not sure everyone's answer
was sincere," Luzon said. "I'm not
saying everyone had an informed
answer, but because 79 percent of the
people contacted said 'yes' even if the
people who were shaky were disregarded, it still would have been over
50 percent.
"It's only 96 people but you figure

THE COMMITTEE originally was
going to call every tenth person in the
campus phone book, but because this
would have meant calling 1,600 peoele, the random sample was thought
) be more efficient.
The resolution was taken to City

Manners on a first date are most
important, he said.
''At a restaurant, never cut up food
for your date. At a parade, never put
your date up on your shoulders to
watch. In general, never treat your
date with more courtesy than you
would a child or a chimpanzee,"
O'Rourke said.
Now 35, he said he left the National
Lampoon staff one year ago because
he was getting too old.
MAKING A LIVING and being a
success at being weird isn't always
easy, O'Rourke said. Much of it de-

pends on your level of cowardice.
"The braver ones become stand-up
comics. The weird ones with a little
more cowardice become writers,"
O'Rourke said.
In addition to the manners book,
O'Rourke said he's working on a novel
about self-destructive middle-class
children, a movie script for comedian
Rodney Dangerfield and a film about
stock car racing.
O'Rourke said that after he grew
tired of being a hippie, he walked into
a conservative men's store gasping:
"Dress me. Dress me."
STUDENTS WITH VALID |
IDS ONLY $1.00

Stereo Repair |
and Care Workshop!

Tuesday May 25 7:00 p.m.
At

The Funniest Movie
About Growing Up
Ever Made

|

You'll be glad
you camel

248 -, MAIN

BiWING CHUN
PHON.

0

SvT7.3049:15
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GREAT ENTERTAINMENT
AT A GREAT PRICE!!
f
ALL SEATS ANYTIME

no two people have ever come to close

Free and Open to All

WILUE AAMES
PHOEBE CATES In

Sign up in the UAO Office
3rd Floor Union by Mon. May 24.

AT 7:30 & 9:30

RVR/UDRE

"All I'd worn for siz years were Tshirts and jeans," O'Rourke said. "I'd
forgotten now a grown-up was supposed to dress."
As a specialist in satire and parody,
O'Rourke, now a New Hampshire
resident, said the only ethnic or social
groups he doesn't make fun of are
'those who are armed and standing
nearby."
HE SAID he never attended Harvard University, but said of the Harvard "Lampoon" staff, "They can't
hold their liquor and they carry their
books funny.
•

"There was a controversy over
whether or not USG should concern
itself with national affairs," Luxon
said, adding that she thinks it is
important for students to voice their
opinions on national issues.
"Students are students but they're
citizens too," she said. "I don't think
we'll (NSCC) do anything else in the
same area because what else can we
do? Really all we can do is take a
stance."

Prime Minister Begin survives
Parliament's political challenge

Ex-Lampoon editor stresses teen manners
TOLEDO, Ohio (AP) - P.J.
O'Rourke, a Toledo native and former
editor-in-chief of National Lampoon
magazine, says the youth of today
don t pay enough attention to manners.
So he's going to relay some "Modern Manners" to the aging mod, the
New Wave and the just really weird.
O'Rourke, during a news conference yesterday at the University of
Toledo, discussed his forthcoming
manners book.
O'Rourke said his National Lampoon parody of high school yearbooks
was based in part on his experiences
at DeVilbiss High School in Toledo.

Council Monday. Council passed a
similar resolution calling for the Ohio
General Assembly to support a halt to
the nuclear arms race. This resolution is being sent to state senators and
representatives.

JERUSALEM (AP) - Prime Minister Menachem Begin survived a noconfidence motion by one vote yesterday, defeating the most dangerous
parliamentary challenge to his government since his election five years
ago.
The vote was 58-57 with three
abstentions, one of which came at the
last minute and tipped the balance in
Begin's favor.
THE OPPOSITION Labor Party's
chances of victory looked good at
first, after two members of Begin's
Likud bloc defected.
But the two-man independent
TELEM faction abstained, and a

NEED A SUMMER JOB?
Come See What Society
Corp. Can Do For You!
• Must have car
• 20 minute interviews every
1/2 hour Starting at 11:30 a.m.
until 2:30 p.m.
• Apply in Person - Croghan
Room Union Thursday
May 20th Only

**

third abstention in the opposition secured Begin's triumph in the seventh
no-confidence motion he has faced in
the past 10 months.
The political horizon, however, was
cloudier than ever. The defections
have left Begin without a majority in
Parliament and he is likely to be
swamped with no-confidence motions
in the weeks ahead.
Begin hopes to restore his majority
of 61 in the 120-member Knesset by
drawing TELEM into his coalition.
But most political analysts expect
him to call an election in a few
months, even though his term runs
until November 1985.

SUMMER RENTALS **
520 E. Reed $425.00 whole summer
525 E. Merry $425.00 whole summer
507 E. Merry $425.00 whole summer
701 Fourth $350.00 whole summer
332'*2 S. Main $300.00 whole summer
And Manv More.

NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT
SERVICES
336 S. Main
352-5620

Pizza ion
Thick or thin,
you're gonna love my
Pizza Inn.

A New Philosophy
at IrK WoosterSt.

You probably think everybody love* Pizza Inn's
regular thin crust pizza...You're almost right. Some
people love our thick crust Sicilian Topper instead.
Irs all just a matter of taste.
Because no matter which you choose, it's made
fresh and hot right before your eyes with only the
finest, freshest ingredients and served right to your
table hot from the oven.
So, thick or thin, you have just one thing to
remember: For pizza out it's Pizza Inn.

I
I
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•
I

I
I

Bay one pizza, get the next seaaller alia.
FREE. Buy any Original Thin Crust or Sicilian Topper
pizza and get the next smaller tame style pizza with
equal number of toppings. FREE. Present this coupon
with guest check. Not valid with any other oner
Expiration: 6-3-82 BG

$3.00. $2.00. or $1.00 off.
Buy any Original Thin Crust or Sicilian Topper pizza,
and get 13 00 of a large, 12.00 oil a medium, or 11.00
off a small size pizza. Present (his coupon with guest .
check. Not valid with any other oner
Expiration: 6-3-82 BG
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For pizza out It's Pizza Inn."*
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Sensual New York underground draws cop into corruption
by Kathleen Koihar
assistant editor

It was the "sensual, seductive, foreign world" that existed in the heroinoriented streets of New York City
which drew Robert Leuci into corruption.
Leuci was a cop. He was accepted
on the New York Police Department
at age 21 when he was young and
naive about crime, corruption, drugs.
He said he came from "a neighborhood which is very much like a small
town," filled with peer pressure and
door stoops where young men made
decisions about their lives.
Italians who lived in his 10-block
neighborhood became civil servants
or gangsters, the Jews did whatever
their fathers did and the Irishmen,

like Leuci, became cops. "My decision to become a policeman was
something I did when I was 16," he
''Police work to me was something
very special. I never saw policemen
as being anything but protectors of
me, my family and the neighborhood." But Leuci turned out to be a
crooked cop.
IT STAKTED when someone on the
NYPD decided he would make a great
narcotics cop, he explained during a
speech sponsored by the Union Activities Organization last night. Leuci
did not look like a cop, they said.
"That sounds like fun," Leuci said
he told them. "What do I do?"
"Go into the street and pretend
you're a dope and it'll happen," they
responded, and you will be a prince of

the city. He became a crack narcotics
detective, one of a group of detectives
called "Princes of the City."
Leuci blended in the streets with his
"non-cop" look and hundreds of heroin pushers and addicts approached
him. He bought drugs, lots of drugs,
and worked to out Die-time pushers
behind bars. He said at that time,
there were 175,000 heroin addicts in
New York City and use of the killer
drug was at an epidemic proportion,
'T was able to mimic the street
very much," Leuci said. "In those
days, I didn't want it to be foreign. I
wanted to be part of it." He became a
victim of a cyclical pattern that engulfed most of the policeman in the
NYPD which started in the nagging
excitement of the streets and ended in
corruption.

AT THAT TIME Leuci was 24 years
old. "Up until this time I had done
nothing wrong," he said. "I was just
that kind of guy. I really was." But he
was faced with a juxtaposition.
One of his informants, a heroin
addict, asked Leuci to provide him
with the drug. Leuci said that although he knew the law stated that
giving, bartering with or selling heroin was illegal, he went to night court
where the first row was always
occua
pied by narcotics agents, Leuci said,
Does anybody
''I called up the aisle, 'EH
have any dope?'" Twelve raised
hands indicated heroin was available.
In the minds of the detectives, the
act was rationalized as legitimate
because it helped them arrest organized crime dealers.
"That was the beginning of an

Economy falls below original estimates
WASHINGTON (AP) The national economy
skidded even lower than
first estimated in the
year's opening quarter,
falling at an annual rate of
4.3 percent as corporate
profits took their secondbiggest plunge ever, the
government reported yesterday.

The before-tax profits of
U.S. companies dropped
from a fourth-quarter annual rate of $212.8 billion to
a first-auarter rate of
$169.8 billion, while aftertax profits fell from a rate
of $144 billion to a rate of
$118.8 billion, the Commerce Department report
said.

The dollar amounts of
those declines were exceeded only in the second
quarter of 1980 during a
snort but very steep recession.
Overall national economic activity - as measured by inflation-adjusted
gross national product originally had been esti-
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Sidewalk Sale
Thursday - Saturday j

V2
Price
\ On Many Items!
>

The
Source
518 E. Wooster
Mon-Fri 10-8
Sat 10-6

Phone
352-7444

20% OFF PERMS

WITH THIS AD
GOOD THRU JUNE 1
If the look you want is
full and natural, the perm
you need is
Controlled Volume" from
Redken.

Leaf through any fashion magazine. Clothes are
softer, with loose, fluid
lines. And the hairstyles
that top them off are full
and controlled, with
strong, natural-looking
curls.
At o.ur salon, we're
tuned into the latest
trends. And we'll design
an upbeat, contemporary
style that suits your personal style.
For today's fuller looks,
we're recommending a very special perm. It's called
Controlled Volume and it's brand new from Redken
the people who make the science of perming beautiful.
So, pick up a fashion magazine, and you'll see what
we mean. Then pick up the phone and call THE ■
ARRANGEMENT.

«>REDKEN

,Q//ai/,' Skin and Nail Designersl
^
353-4143 352-4101

181 (B) S.Main. /

mated to have declined at
an annual rate of 3.9 percent for the first three
months of this year after
falling at a rate of 4.5 percent in the fourth quarter
of 1981.
ALTHOUGH the new and even worse - estimate
for the January-March
quarter is discouraging,

economists inside and outside government already
have Turned most of their
attention to this quarter
and beyond.
Government figures
showing industrial production falling in April appeared to confirm the
recession was hanging on
in that month.

INTERESTED IN
GRADUATE
STUDY ABROAD ?

contact
Fulbright Adviser
Research Services
372-2481

erosion process," Leuci explained.
The next step was wiretapping, another tactic which aided in the surveillance of known criminals.
Wiretapping could be legal if permission had been given through a court
order but Leuci said it was difficult to
convince authorities to permit them,
so he and the other policemen tapped
phone lines illegally.
After obtaining conclusive evidence
through an illegal phone tap, Leuci
said policemen could convince the
district attorney to provide a search
warrant that would lead to a bust.
THE PRINCES became a vigilante
group, using corrupt methods to arrest drug dealers, accepting money
and providing addicts with drugs
while rationalizing that they were
protecting the neighborhoods of the
city. "There were 70 men in my unit,
all working as vigilantes doing an
incredible job but being very criminal
about it."
After four years of corrupt policing,

Leuci said he realized he was on the
wrong track. His younger brother had
become a heroin addict and he knew
he and the men in his unit had become
reflective of the criminals they
sought.
After hearing about an investigation of the criminal justice system in
New York, Leuci said he volunteered
to go undercover for federal investigators. Eventually, the digging
reached the NYPD. Fifty-seven cops
were arrested, including Leuci's partner and best friend, who both killed
themselves. He received immunity
and was able to finish his twenty-year
contract with the department, which
ended last July.
Leuci's story became the subject of
much publicity including a novel and
movie, both called "Prince of the
City." Today, Leuci lectures at universities with criminal justice programs and writes. He said he is once
again sitting on a door stoop deciding
what to do with his life.

Frisbee golf makes debut
with
weekend tournaments
As witnessed on campus ball while the person's arm other clinic will be held at

since early spring, frisbees
have come out of hibernation and frisbee golf makes
its debut with tournaments
scheduled for Friday and
Saturday.
Friday's tournament begins at 5 p.m. at the Student Recreation Center,
while Saturday's tournament starts at 1 p.m. at
Carter Park on Campbell
Hill Road.
Senior Kathy Cassese,
chief tournament organizer, said frisbee golf is a
new sport in this area. Cassese said the game is like
regular golf, except a frisbee is substituted for the
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$1.99 Blouse Bonus
Thurs - Fri - Sat
Buy any Long
Sleeve Blouse at
regular price - choose
second one (same price or less)

for only $1.99

serves as the club.
"A Frisbee is thrown
from a prearranged tee in
the direction of a designated target which serves
as the hole," Cassese said.
"Each hole has a par and
the targets are objects like
trees, benches and lamp
posts. Each hole also has
its own individual hazards
which provide unique challenges to even the most
skilled frisbee thrower."

CASSESE HELPED design an 18-hole frisbee golf
layout on campus with the
first hole beginning in front
of the Student Recreation
Center.
Thursday at 5 p.m., a
frisbee golf clinic wUl be
held at the rec center to
acquaint students with the
sport and the University
frisbee golf layout. An-

Carter Park Saturday beginning at 10 a.m., to familiarize frisbee players
with that course.

"The rec center is providing prizes for Friday's
tournament and we have
also received numerous
prize donations from local
merchants to be given
away at Saturday's tournament in Carter Park," Cassese said.
Among the tournament
prizes, according to Cassese, are top quality frisbees used in championship
tournaments. Prizes for
this weekend's tournament
have been donated by McDonald's Restaurants,
Murphy's Mart, Locker
Room Sporting Goods,
Lake Erie Sporting Goods.
The Source, Pizza Hut and
Burger King.

SPECIAL SUMMER
RATES
(furnished 2 bedroom)

HAVEN HOUSE

PIEDMONT

.iilv $500 00 for Ihe
only $400 00 for the
.•nt re summer
entire summer
Houses Efficiencies. & Rooms

CALL 352-9378
Rental Office Located At Th.'
Niw ( herryvvood Health Spa

FALL RUSH Registration

The Powder Puff
525 Ridge St.
4TH ANNUAL
SIDEWALK SALE
Thursday, Friday, Saturday
May 20,21,22

UP TO 70% OFF
BRAND NAME SHOES
Nike Adidas
Converse Puma
Bathing Suits - Up to 30% off
Warm Ups - Up to 30% off
Ball Gloves - 30% off List Price
T-Shirts & Shorts - Discounted

DON'T MISS OUT!

Any Interested Women who have
a 2.2 previous quarter or
accumulativeG.P.A. are
cordially invited to register
for FALL Rush At
The Panhel Office - 315 F
Student Services.
There is a nominal, non-refundable
fee of $6 required to register
-but it's worth it!

To All Women who
ATTENDED the Rush
INFO Meeting on May 12,
Please Note these 2 corrections!
1) FALL RUSH will be from Tues., Aug. 24
thur. SAT, Sept. 4.
2) You will only receive 1 mailing by Aug.13.

Now leasing for Fall 1982

SPECIAL RATES
UNTIL MAY 28,1982

ROCK LEDGE MANOR
850 Sixth St.at South College
2 bedroom turn apt.
2 full baths
cable vision-dishwasher
4x10 storage locker

10:00-6:00

Bring This Ad for $1.00 Off a pr. of Socks

Many In - Store Specials

LAKE ERIE
SPORTS, INC.

522 E. Wooster
Your B.G. Sports Headauarters

LIVING ROOM
12 ii viee

Owner pays heat and water
$500.00 plus elec-month-4 man

BOGGS REAL ESTATE
call 352-3841 11-3 or 354-1120
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SPORTS.
Detroit wins seventh Boston stays alive in NBA Philly playoff series
consecutive ballgame
DETROIT (AP) - Enos Cabell
drove in Alan Trammell with the goahead run in Detroit's four-run sixth
inning and the Tigers went on to a 6-3
victory over the Oakland A's last
nigh' for their seventh consecutive
triumph.
With the Tigers trailing 2-1, Lou
Whitaker led off the Detroit sixth with
a double and scored on Trammell's
single. Trammell went to third on
Chet Lemon's single and scored on
Cabell's single to put Detroit in front
3-2. Lemon and Cabell moved up on
Kirk Gibson's grounder and scored on
a single by Mike Ivie.
Jeff Burroughs' sacrifice fly gave
the A's a 1-0 lead in the first inning.

The Tigers tied it in the fifth on an
error by first baseman Wayne Gross,
a two-base throwing error by pitcher
Matt Keough and Richie Hebner's
sacrifice fly.
Gross homered in the sixth to give
the A's a short-lived 2-1 lead. After the
Tigers went ahead 5-2 in the bottom of
the sixth, Rickey Henderson homered
for Oakland in the seventh and the
Tigers scored a run in their half of the
inning on a sacrifice fly by Cabell.
Winner Dan Petry, 4-2, allowed
seven hits in 6 2-3 innings, but walked
five and allowed two home runs. Kevin Saucier notched his fourth save.
Keough, 3-5, was tagged for five
runs and six hits in 5 l-3innings.

Tigers reprimanded
DETROIT (AP) - Detroit Manager
Sparky Anderson and seven Tigers
and Minnesota Twins players have
been fined and reprimanded by American League President Lee MacPhail
for their actions in a fight-marred
game last Friday night.
MacPhail notified the clubs of his
decision in a message Wednesday
addressed to Detroit General Manager Jim Campbell and to Twins'
owner Calvin Griffith.
A copy of the message was taped to
the Tiger Stadium press box wall
prior to last night's game between
Detroit and the Oakland A's.The message from MacPhail, which said those
involved had been "strongly" reprimanded did not name the players.
Five players were ejected from the

May 14 game for participating in one
of two bench-clearing brawls. They
were Chet Lemon, Enos Cabell and
Richie Hebner of the Tigers and
Pitcher Ron Davis and Jesus Vegas of
the Twins.
In the fourth inning. Lemon trigeered the first melee when he rushed
i the mound and jumped Twins'
starter Pete Redfem after being hit
m the left wrist bv a pitch. A liveminute pushing and shoving match
followed and Lemon was tossed out of
the game.
^mmmmmmmm
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the finals

SHEAFFER

BOSTON (AP) - Robert Parish
scored 15 of his 26 points in the first
quarter and the Boston Celtics went
on to a 114-85 victory over the 76ers
last night, cutting Philadelphia's lead
to 3-games-to-2 in the National Basketball Association semifinals.
The sixth game of the best-of-seven
Eastern Conference final will be Friday night in Philadelphia, and a seventh game, if necessary, will be
Sunday in Boston. The Los Angeles
Lakers, having swept two straight
best-of-seven series, will meet the
Boston-Philadelphia winner for the
NBA championship.
The Celtics, who came back from a
1-3 deficit to win three straight games
in last year's Eastern Conference
final against the 76ers, opened a 33-22
lead in the first quarter and never led
by less than nine after that.
Parish hit seven of eight shots in the
period as the sellout crowd of 15,320
went wild, cheering for another mira-

cle comeback.
Parish hit two straight baskets for
the Celtics to tie the score at 4-4 and 66, the latter starting a run of 10
straight Boston points as Philadelphia
went nearly four minutes without
scoring. Parish hit another basket at
the 10:47 mark for Boston's largest
lead of the first quarter 28-16.

Larry Bird, who finished with 20
points for the Celtics, had eight points
in the second period, when Boston's
defensive net held the 76ers to 15
points. Philadelphia went the final six
minutes of the second period without
a field goal as the Celtics led as many
as 21 points on three occasions and
finished with a 57-37 lead at halftime.
Cedric Maxwell and Gerald Henderson added 15 for the Celtics, while
Andrew Toney had 18 and Darryl
Dawkins had 14 for the 76ers. Toney
had 39 in Philadelphia's victory in
Game 4.

The blowout was the third of the
series. Boston won the opening game
by 40, 121-81, and Philadelphia captured Game 4 by 25,119-94.
Last night's triumph pushed the
average margin of victory in the
series to almost 21 points per game.

The second half of the game was
rernii ascent of the 40-point blowout in
tht- opener, with most the final two
periods played in a racehorse style.
The closest Philadelphia got in the
second half was 15 points at 59-44 as
the 76ers scored seven of the first nine
points of the third quarter.
Boston, which avoided losing a
A basket by Parish, however, with
fourth straight game for the first time 1:30 left in the third period gave the
in their playoff history, also won for Celtics an M-60 lead, their largest of
the first time in this series without the third period, and they led by as
injured guard Nate "Tiny" Ar- many as 32 in the fourth period with
chibald, who dislocated his shoulder most of the starters sitting on the
in the first minute of the third game bench.
which Philadelphia won by two
points.
Dawkins had the first eight points of
the fourth period for the 76ers. Lionel
The Celtics also have never lost four Hollins finally broke that streak with
straight under Bill Fitch in the three two free throws at the 4 W-minute
seasons he has coached the Celtics.
mark.
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Preferred Properties!

Reds lose another, 4-2

NEW YORK (AP) - Dave Kingman
hit his 13th home run of the season, a
three-run shot in the first inning, to
back right-hander Pat Zacnry's
seven-hitter as the New York Mets
defeated the Cincinnati Reds 4-2 last
ight.
Zachry, 3-1, making his first start
since May 1, allowed two solo home
runs to Dan Driessen while walking
one and striking out three. It was
Zachry's first complete-game victory

GRADUATE
STUDENT
SENATE
HAPPY HOURS

835 High St.
Rental Office Located at the
New Cherrywood Health Spa

since May 27,1981.
Tom Seaver, 1-5, lasted six innings,
yielded five hits, two walks and struck
out four.

NOW RENTING

University Village Aprrtments
University Coif* Apartments
1520 Clough St Rental Office
Phone 3520164

Spacious two bedroom, furnished apartments for
B2'83 school year Gas heat and cooking paid
(Residents pay electric only ) Central air conditioning close to campus, stores and movie
theaters
Three and tour person rates stiH
available CALL NOW'

at

A Great Gift for
the Graduate!

May 20
5-7 p.m.

The gift of elegance.
SHEAFFER* MILLENIA' DESK SETS
An impressive expression for any
occasion. In Mexican onyx,
walnut or jet crystal with
■ chrome-or gold-plated ballpoints
or pencils and nameplate A gift of
lasting beauty and pleasure.
Attractively gift boxed.

Sponsored bv

You can still get a

the GSS

NEAT APARTMENT

Programming

Committee

2 bedroom - prices from
$380 to $475 per semester
(4 person occupancy)

CALL: Pendleton Mgt. Co.
^ JE*EI.HY>TOI»E
Mon. 10-8:30
Fri. 10-6:00 • Phon«
T-W-R 10-5:30 Sal. 10-5:00

353-6691

LEASING FOR FALL 1982
FIELD MANOR APTS.
542-560 Frazee Ave.
Lower Units features:
2 bedroom furn. apts.
2 baths
BRAND NEW
CLOSE TO CAMPUS
MAURER—GREEN
RENTALS
224 E. WOOSTER

t

352-0717
NOW LEASING FOR
FALL 1982
GREENBRIAR APTS.
215E.PoeRd.
Eff. Furn. 9'/* mo. $155.00
Eff. Unfurn. 954 mo. $145.00

ALL UTILITIES PAID
ONE BEDROOM FURN.
One person 954 mo.$195.00 plus elec.
Two person
$215.00 plus elec.

ONE BEDROOM UNFURN.
One person 9V4 mo.$185.00 plus elec.
Two person
$200.00 plus elec.

MAUBER-GREEN RENTALS
224 E. BOOSTER
352-0717

Meadowview Court
Apartments

352-6167 352-6985 352-2276

S S
UP
ME
MC
E I
R A

$185.00
$229.00

. 1 BED
.2 BED

L

s
u
M
M

' Apt. Complexes ' Houses * Efficiencies
furnished or unfurnished
Phone: 352-9378
9:00 4:30 Mon-Fri
MJUUUUUU

UUUU

IJUI

East-West Gourmet
Shop
3139 W. Central Ave.
Crickett West Shopping Center
531-4600
A One Stop Place For Health
Foods, Herbs & Spices Ethnic
Groceries, Gourmet Foods,
Carry Out
Also, To Please Your
Palette We have a
Unique Selection Of
Sumptuous Indian Deserts
SuchasRasMalalai
Bista, Burfee Badam,
Sohn Halwa.
For You To Carry Out
We also have Tandoori

And Enjoy at Home.
Chicken, Nanf and more!

And Health foods!

214 Napoleon Rd., Bowling Green
Phone:352-1195
SPECIAL RATES
ON FALL LEASES, 1982
Furnished or Unfurnished
Hours: Mon—Fri. 9—12 S 1—5
Efficiencies:
2 Bedrooms:
Unfurnished: $200 Unfurnished: $265
Furnished: $225
Furnished: $285
Landlord Pays
Landlord Pays Gas Heat
All Utilities
Resident Pays Electric Lights
* Laundry facilities available * Gas heat
* Swimming pool * Party room
* Game room * Sauna
All Residents are Granted the Privilege of a Membership
to the Cherrywcod Health Spa

PIEDMONT APTS - HAVEN HOUSE;

Sting
128 N. Main
E. Wooster St.
across from
Harshman

f

$1 OFF SALE
Buy Any Regular

Priced LP or Pre-recorded
Tape And Take $1 Off
Each Additional LP or Tape

SfflRRfflffiMfflfflflTOftR^^
o

HELP WANTED

K
R

SHORT TERM LEASE FOR SUMMER!!!

NOW ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS
FOR THE FALL TERM
UNIVERSITY CIRCLE APARTMENTS
3414 DORR STREET
TOLEDO, OHIO 43607
5 MINUTE WALK TO U. T. CAMPUS
• Effic, 1,2 & 3 bedroom apartments
• Furnished & Unfurnished
• Pool & Secluded Courtyard
• Security Guards - - Intercoms
• All Appliances, Carpeting, A/C.
• Balconies & Porches
Lease Apt. For Summer & Receive " 100"
Free Video Games Each Month of Lease
Reserve Apt. For Fall - "Receive Gift
Certificate of "100" Free Games

CALL 536-1858 — 9-9 Daily

BRING THIS AD
AND PLAY
5 FREE VIDEO GAMES
AT ROCKET ARCADE

e
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O

e
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BGSU Food Operations will be accepting student applications for Fall Semester, 1982,
employment. Interested individuals should
pick up a referral slip from Student Employment and apply in person at the dining operation of their choice: Commons Dining Hall Founders Dining Hall - Harshman Dining Hall Kreischer Dining Hall - McDonald Dining Hall Amani Snack Bar - Mid-Am Snack Bar University Union: Prout Dining Hall - Falcons Nest
Snack Bar - Catering-Second Floor.

5&ftMM£QJ^^
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WHEEL ON DOWN TO THE
DU BIKE RACE, MAY 22N0
II00AM.INFRONT OF
MATH SCIENCE BUILDNGH

1 F RMTE NEEDED FOR
SUMMMER OTR OWN BORM LOW
RENT Cel 352 0834 or 3720132

SANSUI 5600X SPEAKERS
FOUR WAY. 5 SPEAKER SYSTEM
120 WATTS 352-0157

Fix your own ear. Garage apace
with tools A equipment lor rant.
You Do H Garage. Ph. 954-1*24 or
352-3004.

Fall. 140 Mamllle An. US A utll.
Pleeee cell People 3S4-H74.

Bike New Man's MarUeni 12 apd
Hack. 28 da Brass gears, ale
Original $250. eekmg $170 00
Must See- Heather 352-5593 or

My Daw Quean "VICTORIA"
To tarnish such an image
ol one so morally light
With brumes, spotted wans.
and Blue Lagoon nights

CLASSIFIEDS
CAMPUS/CITY IVENTS
Good Morning. May 20
CHOICE Bruncri tn me ParkSun . May
23 For pHoa a anneal 352-1546

OET PSYCHED FOR DU BIKE RACE
GET PSYCHED FOR DU BIKE RACE
OUT PSYCHED FOR DU BIKE RACE
ALPHA PHI NEOPHYTES The actives hope that you are aa pa yched a*
we are lor initiation it * going the be
GREAT'

CHOICE Ueetmg at 7 30 Thum . SI
ThomaaMora Church •

ATTENTION!
ALL SORORITY WOMEN.
WATCH THE GREEK MEN
PUMP ANO PEDAL AT THE
DU BIKE RACE. MAY 22NDM

CHOICE presents a gay/taso«n
Oance Sal May 22. at 8 00 For
mota tnlormatiop. caM 352-1545

LOST AND FOUND
FOUND mans *alch Sun near Umv
Hal Cat 354-1416 to aeacrtba
LOST at 0< Roast SM around
12 30 Elec agrDet Gold with wood
graai Loal at enlranca Senttfnental
valua Reward Cat 352 9383
LOST Blue Lew wallet near Ox Roast
Sat May 16 REWARD' Please can
372-3193
._
LOST Small leather change purse at
OX ROAST Please can Cmdi. 352
2120
No questions asked
THANKS'

SERVICES OFFERED

ABORTIONS
1-24 week termination
Appointments Made
7 Oaya
Call TOLL FREE
t-aOO-321-OS'S

ABORTION
TOLL FREE
9 00 AM ■ 10:00 P.M.
1-000-43*3550

Expert typing
Reasonable rates
Call 352 7305 alter 5 pm

PERSONAL

To paddle away some
nine mesa down a river.
Watch out lor the moan*
oh the thought makes me shiver
Tiled and wet though you may be
your nwid lul ol wild myth*.
The roakiafton has come
you've Knaty been DELT with'"
Love.

m

ATTTENTION SIGMA CHIS DERBY
DAYS IS JUST AROUND THE COR
NER AND THE ALPHA PHIS ARE
READY TO HAVE SOME FUN'
AI II 00 AM. IN FRONT OF
THE MATH SCIENCE BUILDING,
THE DU BIKE RACE WILL START.
COME WATCH THE OLDEST
GREEK EVENT ON CAMPUS!

NEXT-TO-NEW SHOP: Clothing.
Jewelry, Shoes A Housewares St.
Akryslus School. Tues. 10-4 and Frl.
1-7 p.m.
PHI PSI BEERBLAST
FRI N.E COMMONS
8 00 - 1 PRICE
RON ROMANS SALON SPECIAL
IZES IN PERMS ANO SUN STREAKINO. WED.-SAT. 352-2107

BRIGADOON1" BRIGADOON"'
BFOGADDON"' Auomons May 21 I
22. lor lurther mlo phone 3722181
COME AND SEE THE OLDEST
GREEK EVENT ON CAMPUS
THE DU BIKE RACE. MAY 22NDI

SAE UNDERCLASSMEN
Tortghl'e The Pimp
Session We hope you
can handle il Say a
prayer tor Paddy, it doesn't
look Ike he s going to make it
SHOW YOUR COLLEGE I D AT
THE SKIL ZONE ANO OET
6 GAMES FOR SI' ANYTIME"

DO YOU WANT TO BE
REMEMBERED AT 8.G.?
Here's your chancel Senior Challenge '02 will help "Enhance
BGSU'S Margin ol E«cellence"with
a Library Endowment Fund. Take
thle opportunity lo be remembered.
Pledge Todeyl

SORORITIES: OET READY FOR
DRESS THE COACH TONIGHT
FOR SIGMA CHI DERBY DAYSI
THE BALLOONMAN
THE BALLOONMAN
352-8081
THE DU BIKE RACE IS
TWO DAYS AWAY I!

OET PSYCHED FOR DU BIKE RACEI
GET PSYCHED FOR DU BIKE RACE
OET PSYCHED FOR DU BIKE RACE
THE DU BIKE RACE IS
TWO DAYS AWAY 11
Hey Alpha Phis. Flame* Is coming
up In eight ««Y»- Do V0" "•"• »01"
dates yet?
Just two more days unM the hme
ADPi Rampant Lion goes Hawaaan
Get those dales gala1
XT.
You owe me lunch
For giving you the hunch
Don't lorgel
Or I'll make you sweel
Yew Know who!
~LEAD TOURS, BE A OREETER.
FACILITATE DISCUSSIONS.
BE A PART OF PRE-REQI

WANTED
Student to live-in Room A board
lum. In exchenge lor light hekping.
A babysitting 1982-83 sen. yr. Call
154-1024.
WANTED To buy high-quality 10apead bete on good condition 3529318
00 YOU NEED A F RMTE FOR 82
83' I NEED A PLACE TO UVEPREFERABLY APT
CLOSE TO
CAMPUS CALL MOLLY AT 2-5279
OR 21091
t F. RMTE. NEEDEDFOR 82 83 SCH
YR. TO SHARE HOUSE. I0SIMO.
PLUS UTIL. CALL 2-4285.
2 M OR F RMTES FOR SUMMER
$180 E A FURN . CHEAT LOCA
TON CALL EVES 353-9121
1F RMTE NEEDED FOR SUMMER
CLOSE TO CAMPUS $125 MO
CALL ANDREA 352-8287
RMTE FOR SUMMER POSSIBLY
82 83 SCH YR S97/MO FURN
PLUS ELEC CALL 352 6984
F rmtes . grad student or non-student Wnthrop Terrace. S Napoleon
Rd Aval June 1 352-5596
NEEDED 1 M RMTE FOR SUMMER CLOSE TO CAMPUS S155
FOR ENTIRE SUMMER CALL JEFF.
352-4208
Wanted 4 lo sublease Haven House
Apt. for 82-83 school yr Excellent
location Can Done 352-3729.

The Sisters ol Alpha Delta Pi want to
wen good kick tins weekend lo Steph
White In Pipom and Laura Mick in the
Mas Oho Pageant
To the STARDUSTER Soltbaw Team
You've got mat special touch ot
class Thanks lor everything TANK
T-SHIRTS
T-SHIRTS
T-SHIRTS
Lowest prlcea-Fist delivery
Call Timor Jim 353-7011
WATCH THE DU BIKE RACE
ON MAY 22ND AND SEE WHO
WILL WIN THE OLDEST GREEK
EVENT ON CAMPUS!!

2 F ROOMIES NEEDED FOR 82-83
SCH YR BIG APT CLOSE TO
CAMPUS 352-3457
2 M RMTES NEEDED
FOR 1982-83 SCHOOL YR NICE
PLACE AT LOW RATES GAS PAID
FOR CALL MIKE OR TOM 352RMTE FOR SUMMER S155'MO
PLUS ELEC FURN OWN BORM a
BATHROOM CALL 352 2832
1 F RMTE lor 82-83 sch yr 2
bdrm house Furnished 1 2 bei
Irom campus Grad Non-smoker
S135 Sue. 352-2264
APT AVAIL TO SUBLET FOR SUM
MER 1 BDRM FURN AC ON
FOURTH t HIGH CALL 352-1698

SPECIAL
PRICES

WHITE ELE!^)\NT SALE
Saturday &&<2 12 - 4 PAA
in We Union Oval
HOPE TO SEE YOU THERE!

\

NORTH BY
| NORTH WESTf
Thurs.
8:00 p.m.

CAMPUS
FILMS
PRESENTS

Gish Film Theatre
Free I Open lo All

[feme to StuoWFik Exhibition

*

MY FAIR
LADY

Fri.&Sat.
|7:30&9:45p.m.|

2:30, 5:45

BUCKEYE
TROPHY
CO
Parkway Plato
Shopping Center

Main Aud.
$1W/
Student I.D.

Sun. May 23 8:00 M.

MAUAAEE, OHIO

Free!

Michael T. Fahrbach
Del Hanes

TREASURER

Denny Dannemiller

RECORDER

David Schuler

CORRESPONDENT

Bill Munoz

VICE PRES. OF MEMBERSHIP

Bob Skowronek

ASSISTANT TREASURER

Ricque Dewald

SOCIAL

Phil Babuder 8 Eric Treend

PLEDGE EDUCATOR

Del Hanes

ASSISTANT PLEDGE EDUCATOR

Rich Bialobrezeski

ASSISTANT RUSH

Eric Treend

ALUMNI RELATIONS & LITTLE SIS EDUCATOR

Andy Dukes

RITUAL
SPIRIT AND GREEK EVENTS

Brad Hajosl

PUBLIC & FACULTY RELATIONS

Joe Polo

Kevin Booths

SCHOLARSHIP

Bill Cunningham

HOUSE IMPROVEMENTS

Mike McCaw

SPORTS CHAIRMAN

Bob Rinicella

CHRONICLER S IFC REPRESENTATIVE

Dave McHugh

WARDENS

Dave Kolby 8 Bob Rinicella

CHAPLAIN

Doug Scaife

HOUSE MANAGER

Mark Kleinschmidt

LITTLE SIS RUSH

Tom Ferrilo

LITTLE SIS COORDINATOR
HOUSE ARTIST

Mike Mastromonaco
Dan Babcock

PLEDGE COUNCIL

Mike Knopp, Jim Zoldak.
Todd Ruppelli

Marketing. Salea. Retail. Communlcatlona Majors: Here's your
chance lo gain experience thai w*
give you that EXTRA advantage when
entering the professional marketplace Tne BO News Is now accepting apphcelona lor Advertising Sales
posiOOns beginning Fan Apply 106
University Hall 8 5pm by Wed . Mey
28
NATIONAL COMPANY needs 10
students lor tua-time summer employment EARN S2.SOO-3.000 plus cash
acnoavahe? working m your own
town, must have car Apply in person
Croghan Room. Union Interviews al
11 30 - 12 30 - I 30 Thurs . May
20th ONLY

Panasonic stereo 8-track. AM'FM
radio Best otter Pleese cal 3529361
Set ol Wason 1200 Got ckibe 1 -3-5
woods. 3-4-5-7-9 wedge A putter
irons $140 Cal 372-3985 Ruse
1978 HONDA 550 Four Soay bar.
luggage reck windshield $1,400
Cal 352-5351 attar 6 pm
KING SIZE WATERBED
WITH FRAME > HEATER

$150 352-5035
FOR SALE-SMALL YELLOW
10—SPEED GOOD CONDITION
$25 CALL 352-4B49.
OUEEN SIZE WATERBED FRAME
$85 2 YRS OLD 352-2401 MOV
ING NEED TO SELL
2 WILSON AOVANTAOE TENNIS
RACQUETS $35-each. 1 pr BAUER
TURBO hockey skates, sue 10. $60
Of peat otter Cal Lee al 352-4294
1974 VW Bug III looks 4 runs good
New brakes asking $1,985 Cal
2873238 9 to 6 Alter 6 p m cal
287-3255

SUMMER JOBS—
Toledo based housewares distributor
has openings (or business or marketing maided student Excellent sales &
product darning program oilers valuable high-level experience as well as
excelent ticome potential Some
(revel or possibly work m your home
area Expenses paid Must have car
For more information. cal or write Mr
Welch CMS Box 8459. Toledo.
OH 43623 or phone (4191 882
3711

1978 HONDA HAWK II-4O0CC
TWINS FERING. CARRIER RACK.
BACKREST. ELECTRIC START. EXCELL COND" $1200-CALL KEITH
1-874-1495 AFTER 5 30 OR JEFF
372 1008

W S I Lifeguard
positions open
Cal 372-4115

2 bedroom unlurneJied or pan furmehed epta Cal 352 2663

DANCE TEACHER. BALLET t TAP
CALL V1VIENNES DANCE STUDIO
889-3723

FOR SALE

FOR RENT

APARTMENTS
3-4 students
HOUSES
7-8 students
SINGLE ROOMS near campus 9 mo
leases Ph 352-7365

BEAR COMPOUND BOW- KODIAK
SPECIAL' 30 INCH DRAW 55 65
LB DRAW WEIGHT. WITH LIGHT
WEIGHT DETACHABLE QUIVER
UKENEWJ135 CALL 352-3774

1982-83 school year
two bedroom apartments
NEWLOVE APTS 352-5620
5 BEDROOM HOUSE
FOR SUMMER
CALL 352-6566 1-5 PM ONLY

ACROSS
46 Age In a way
Loses shape
47 Clues lor a
Morning, In Paris
bloodhound
Latin abbr.
50 Sealed perfectly
Role In "Quo
54 Acrobatic teats
Vadls?"
56 North American
15 Set up properly
Indian
16 Star ota kind
57 Tale start
17 Commumcational
58 The very end
18 Nadir
59 Knowledge
20 American
60 Ruminant
songbird
61 Use ol energy
22 Marriages
62 Ovine parents
23 Locks
24 Power source:
DOWN
Abbr.
1 Haughty one
25 Goiter's action
2 Prefix with
28 Locale ot the
dynamics
Balkans
3 Snatch
32 Crepe de
4 Wise ones
33 Gets along
5 Fighting man
34 Prefix with classic
6 Unaided
35 Rivers, in Yucatan
7 Clock sound
36 Silkworm
8 Indite
37 Kind ol house
9 Heavenly
38 Pismire
phenomena
39 Sleuth Sam
10
Act like a siren
41 Dwelling ot a sort
11 Terrier who went
42 Military cutlery
louz
toOz
44 Trade
45 Makings ola spread 12 Bardol

13
19
21
24
25
26

1
5
10
14

27
28
29
30
31
33
37
39
40
41
43
44
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
55

Wallops
Oddities
Superior
Spooky
Skidoo
"For
is the
kingdom..."
Police problems
Ointments
Concerning
Feel
Burden bearer
Great
accomplishments
Tiny bit
Card games
Break at Indy
Marina sight
Telegrapher
College oflicial
Blue
Mountains
Wearing sculls
Walking stick
Noun suffix
Encore
Become
goes!
Palmer
appurtenances
Latin lesson word

THE MARVELOUS ADVENTURES OF TYL
AND

STEP ON A CRACK
MAIN AUDITORIUM ALL TICKETS 50*
GENERAL ADMISSION

2:00pm
Sat. May 22,1982.

USG
NEEDS
YOU!!
USG is accepting applications for the
4.4.4.'

following cabinet and assistant positions:
-Academic Affairs
-Student Welfare
-National State, and Community Affairs
-Public Relations
-Treasurer
Applications and Information Available in
405 Student Services.

PROUDLY PRESENTS THEIR
1983 OFFICERS
VICE PRESIDENT

HELP WANTED

MAO WHEELS-14 x 8 DEEP. ALUMINUM SLOT MAGS FOR CHRYSLER. PLYMOUTH > DODGE SET OF
4 FOR $116 CALL TOM 362-3774

1982 TREE HOUSE TROUPE

SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
PRESIDENT

1-2 F RMTES. 82(83 SCH YR
$110-120 A MO CALL JANET OR
JACKIE 2-4291

Complete AIWA mm. component ale
reo-model 22 Power amp A pre-amp
AM/FM tuner a cassette deck with
Dotty In superb condlt Wet sal
complele lor $500 Cal 362-2784

BGSU CHILDREN'S THEATRE COMPANY

Linda Locke
Nancy Matoh
Jenny Raab
Anna Theodosopoulos

Congratulations to Outstanding Phi
Linda Locke
And a Job Well Done to Phi Director
Annette Spohn

1-3 lematea to auola AFrame lor
eummer $225/peraon Cal 3724918 or 372-4818

372-2051

SPECIAL ON-CAMPUS PERFORMANCE

I

PHI MU PROUDLY ANNOUNCES
THEIR NEW ACTIVES
Tammy Cira
Linda Hansen
Sharon Hickey
Mary Anne Kruppa

WHILE SUPPLIES
LAST

Sunday

210 MSC
hi W/Sludenl 1.0.1

210 Uiwerttly rW

ON
SPRING
SPORTS
AWARDS
&
TROPHIES

y)

TIME
BANDITS

2-3 M RMTES
NEEDED FOR
FURN
HOUSE SUMMER
82
$135 mo util pd 321 E Merry Cal
attar 6pm. 372-354B.OT 5442

2946

sawKasswM

Come and shop the bqrgins at the

2 M rmtea needed lor 82-83 yr Lg
rumsshed apt., acroes Irom campm
Low rates Cal Greg 352 8058

Applications due Wed. May 26

1

FOR the best in PRICE
and SERVICE
Come Out TODAY
one and two bedrooms available
For Summer and Fall

WINTHROPAPTS.
Low Rates

SuseMER: 831 7th St 2 bdrm
dim apis $300 for entire summer
FALL83I Seventh SI
2 bdrm. turn apis Set up tor 4
persona Owner turn al uM except
electricity
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
$1MWM
Had ol House* lor 2-3-4 students
across tram Kohl Hal House for
eight students Apis 3 or 4 students
Single rooms. Al near campus. 9
month leesea Ph 352 7366
HOUSES avatsble June 15 or August
26 Phone 362-7454. 9 to 4 pm
Lampfcght Court Apartments 995 S
Main Ph 352-7245 Furn etudio
lum. 1 bdrm and unfum 1 bdrm
Grad students & University personnel

FOR RENT-Brand new 1 bdrm furnished apts available lor (al semester Located on me corner of 9th a
High SI Cal 352-5504 lor more
rtormation
THURSTON APTS AIR COND .
FULLY CARPETED. CABLE VISION.
EFFICIENCY. LAUNDRY FACILITIES NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER
A FALL 451 THURSTON AVE 3525436
STUOENT APARTMENTS
3 bka off campus FALL a SUMMER
TOM 352-4671 AND 352 1800
APARTMENTS-2 BDRM
FURN A UNFURN NEAR CAMPUS
TOM 352-4671 ANO 352-1800
TWO BORM HOUSE NEAR UNIV
LEASE STARTS JUNE 1 $34S'MO
PLUS UTIL CALL 362-4287

LOW SUMMER RATES
•Houses
' 2 bdrm apis

2 bdrm turn. apts. AC aid
Summer rale $375 Also available

' 1 bdrm. apts

2 BORM SEMI FURN APT
AVAILABLE SUMMER

lorlal 352-2683

NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT

ssa-esao

352 2356

Rooms lor rent in lg. house (or Sum
Renl by the mo Room (or up to 4
people Musi rent, so rent is negodeble. cal alter 6 352-8190
ROOM TO SUBLS FOR SUMMER
F
ONLY
OWN BORM
ONLY
$95 00 MO NO UTIL 352 5587

Duplex—Furnished lor summer A tal.
For 3 Lower duplex, furnished, summer a (al 'or 4 Phone 362-0839
2 bdrm, fully furnished. A.C. epta.
Available for summer and/or school
year. Specially lew rates. Call 352
1313 after 3 p.m.
1 BDRM. APTS.
* Unfurnished
' Gas Heal
' 9 or 12 mo lease
NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT
1S2-5S20
Cal belore 4pm

SUMMER RENTALS
Houses, apts . single rooms
PHONE 352-7365
1 S 2 bdrm apis in WatenAts—10
mm. from Bowling Green. Storage S
laundery lec*t»s Ind Reasonable
idles Irum $?2fi mo 878-6499
3 people needed lo subls a 2 bdrm
apt at 805 Thursttn (or Summer Otr
Cal 354-1771

1 bdrm apt (or Summer Close to
campus AC low coat Cal Tonya
354-1887
1912 - 1983
• Houses
•2 bdrm apts
NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT

1-4 rmtes to sublease 3 bdrms
Furn. hse on S Summit lor summer
$86 mo plus uM Cal Michelle 26071 or Luanne 2 6127

352-5620

2 BORM APT TO SUBLEASE SUMMER 82 Fireplace, dishwasher.
waaher/dryer Unturn 353-0985

1 a 2 bdrm. apts available lor summar and/or tal rental. Phone 3527454-9 to 4 pm

Summer apt alerting at $375 (or
entire summer Also single rooms in
houses Ph 352-7385

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

TrTf

SUMMER S FALL 2 bdrms lum
Close to campus, adults only 3527316 or 354-1091 attar 6 pm
1 A 2 bdrm apts
9 A 12 Mo leases Rales from $235
10 $400 June a Sept vacancies
352-6985
SUMMER-2 BDRM
FURNISHED APT GIRLS
352-6040 AFTER 6 P M

nuiriTi
nu'raisra MI
aaa 111:111. IIIHU i
itin i i.iMiir.iLi
i
iiT.hr111111 IIMIII|[ii:i
MIIIIIJUMIl

ACCOMMODATIONS FOR FALL
GIRLS 352-6040 AFTER 6PM

THE DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

rr

LEASING FOR FALL 1982
FRAZEE AVENUE APTS.
818,624,656,670 Frazee Ave.
featuring:
2 bedroom furn apts.
2 baths

Close to Campus
MAURER-GREEN
RENTALS
224 E. WOOSTER
352-0717

CHCA8C
STyLE

Its Chicago Style Pizza with thick crust, a
special tomato sauce, a thick chewy dough
| and mounds, of cheese.

OFF
A MEDIUM
CHICAGO STYLE
PIZZA

Air
Conditioning

CHICAGO STYLE I
PIZZA

ANY LARGE, MED., OR SMALL CHICAGO
STYLE PIZZA WITH ONE OF MORE ITEMS
Pick Up, Dine In, or Fast FREE Delivery
SAVE NOW

Office Located at 400 Napoleon Rd.
Open 8:30 till 5:00 Mon-Fri.
Phone 352-9135
Office hours Sat. May 22 10-3

Swimming Pools
Laundramats

ow l
A SMALL I

Expires
May 31,1982

■One coupon per pizza

Ph. 352-5164
203 North
"""■ m©J„

I

